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What makes a good 
leader or enables 

successful leadership 
depends on the context! 
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VUCA world 

Volatility 

Uncertainty 

Complexity 

Ambiguity 
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Session overview 

The importance of context in leadership  

Challenges within the leadership landscape  

Examples of our approach: 
 leading self 

 leading others and  

 leading the organisation  

45 min session including Q&A at the end 
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Importance of context 
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Why is context so important? 

Continuous 
change 

Lack of 
predictability 

Multiple 
layers 

Lack of 
clarity 

Complexity 

Unique 
needs 
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Leadership challenges 
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Leading  
self 

An ‘inner awareness’ 

which enables a leader to 

become self-aware and 

release untapped 

potential 

Leading  
others 

An ‘awareness of others’ 

which enables a leader to 

bring out the best in 

people  

 

Leading the 
organisation 

An ‘outer awareness’ 

which enables a leader to 

successfully lead across a 

wider organisational 

system 

Context 

The Psychology of 
Leadership™ 
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Leading self 
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What we achieve inwardly will change 

outer reality.   

        Plutarch 

 

“  ” 
I am able to control only that which I am 

aware of.  That which I am unaware of, 

controls me.  Awareness empowers me. 

               Anon 

 

“  
” 
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Moving beyond knowledge / behaviours 
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Examples 

Large engineering and project management company 
 Coaching sessions for 14 senior leaders to enhance ability to pause 

and think strategically  

 MBTI Step II was used to deepen self-awareness 
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Immunity to change 

1 
 

Identify personal 
commitments or 
improvement 
goals 2 

 

Identify 
obstructive 
behaviours that 
work against the 
goals 

3 
 

Surface competing 
commitments and 
big assumptions 

Immunity to change © Copyright 2009 by Kegan and Lahey 

4 
 

Experiment with 
new behaviours 
to achieve 
desired change 
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Examples 

Global e-commerce organisation 
 Modular development programme including a ‘Discovery Day’ 

 Gathered data about strengths and development areas 
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My shift in perspective has led me to take a different 

approach with my teams, trying out different styles – they’re 

loving how open I’m being about things and are super-

charged and motivated from being included more. I’ve been 

trying to acknowledge effort and give positive feedback more 

often and have been shocked by how well that’s been 

working” 

  

 

“  

” 
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Leading others 
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Leading  
self 

An ‘inner awareness’ 

which enables a leader to 

become self-aware and 

release untapped 

potential 

Leading  
others 

An ‘awareness of others’ 

which enables a leader to 

bring out the best in 

people  

 

Leading the 
organisation 

An ‘outer awareness’ 

which enables a leader to 

successfully lead across a 

wider organisational 

system 

Context 

The Psychology of 
Leadership™ 
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Examples 

Celesio 
 Developing leaders module focusing on change, conflict and having 

difficult conversations 

 Used the TKI (Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument) 

 Live simulations with actors and peer feedback 
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The business simulations were great, and reflective of real 

life situations. Working in our learning group allowed us to 

talk through situations with our peers. This provided a spring 

board to bounce ideas around and I appreciated the 

opportunity to think about alternative ways of approaching 

challenges.  

 

“  

” 
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Examples 

Consumer research company 
 Developing understanding of how to recognise own and others’ 

emotions and  use these insights to lead others effectively 

 Used the EJI and the MBTI 
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Leading the organisation 
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Examples 

Energy company 
 Board of company facing significant challenges e.g. commercial 

pressures, misaligned goals 

 Started with 1:1 sessions with each Director using the MBTI 

 

Healthcare  
 Supporting leaders to develop their skills to strategically influence 

 Used a framework of organisational alignment 
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Final thoughts 

Context is king 

Consider aspects of psychology – go beyond behaviours 

Work with leaders to help them test their assumptions, 
habits and frames of reference 

Create ‘stickiness’ by taking contextual factors into 
account at three levels: 
 Intrapersonal 

 Interpersonal 

 Systemic  
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Thank you 

Any questions? 


